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,,. are said to belong to the class
H and we then write F(z) e H. A ne-
cessary and sufficient condition for
the function F(z) e H is that the
series

iθ

is the Fourier series of a function
of the class L. In the famous exam-
ples, given by Kolmogoroff [2] [3],
of function f(θ ) ̂  L whose Fourier
series diverges almost everywhere
(or even everywhere), the conjugate
series is not a Fourier series, so
that the corresponding power series
does not belong to H A.Zygnund [4]
has said "the problem whether in the
H-class the corresponding power series
may converge regains open, but the
answer is probably negative" The
object of the present note is to solve
this problem. In fact we can con-
struct a Fourier series which is real
part of the power series belonging
to H-class and diverges almost every-
where • This is done by adding some
words to Rardy-Rogosinski's example
[1]. In fact, in this book the author
cannot understand the footnote ρ«72.
For the sake of completeness we shall
repeat their arguments.

Theorem 80 of Hardy-Rogosinski
1
s

book reads as follows:

There is a sequence of trigonome-

trical polynomials <j>̂_ with the pro-

perties

( i )
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a) an Uy^ tending to infinity,
b) a set E-^whose measure tends

to 2 c , and
c) an integer q-r^such that

for every & of E^and a p ^ ρu( &)

Using this theorem, we can easily
to prove our assertion. Since
&**%.-+ °° * we can choose a sequence

so that < °° . We

write γ-^ as a sum a exponentials,
that is

and put fc Ib

(T-u
5
 ) being T.

 n$
 written out at

length as a sum of exponentials. We
can plainly choose the ^s so that
there is no overlapping between the
term of T, when T is a type of power
Series. Since

7C-

the series T T^ converges almost

everywhere to an intθgrable x , and
may be integrated term by term after
multiplication by e~*

iθ
 , Hence T

is the Fourier series of Φ ̂  L, that
is ^ c H. On the other hand, if



Q is in E
 U s
 , {

τ
%} contains

a block of successive terms whose sum
is numerically greater than K^

Hence T is divergent if β lies in
an infinity of E

n j
 and this is

true almost everywhere because mE^ -••

If we take the real part of T,
it diverges alreost everywhere by
Kuttner's theorem (see Hardy-Rogosin-
ski [1], ρ.82). Thus we get the re-
quired example*
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